


OREGON Our Readers Write 
WILDLIFE 

Several months ago a number of you subscribers, selected at random, r 

January 1 978 ceived a questionnaire from us. We asked a number of questions to try to 

Volume 33, No. i 
determine what parts of our magazine you read the most, what parts the 
least, and asked for comments. 

In the comments a number of you made requests for various types of articles 
OREGON FISH AND WILDLIFE COMMISSION and for address changes. The latter we are trying to take care of as best 
Mrs. Allen Bateman, Chairman . . . Kiamath Falls 
Jack Steiwer, Vice Chairman .............. Fossil possible. The reasons we say as best possible is that we had no way to tell 
John Boyer ........................ Bellfountain who the returned questionnaire was from unless a name was put on it. In 
Allan Kelly .......................... Portland order to change an address, we need the old name and address as well as 
Walter Lofgren ....................... Portland 
Herbert Lundy ..................... Lake Oswego the new name and address. One of the individuals who was surveyed took 
Frank Pozzi .......................... Portland Us to task because he thought we were not keeping the information confidential 

as we had promised. He noticed a number on the form he received and assumed 

JOHN R. DONALDSON, Director this was his identity number. Such was not the case. The numbers were there 
to indicate when the forms were mailed out and nothing more. 

The reason we are just getting around to changing the addresses that we 

Oregon Wildlife is published monthly by the Oregon could is that the returned forms were turned directly over to a Portland State 
State Department of Fish and Wildlife. Volumes i 

through 28 were entitled Oregon Game Commission 
graduate student who is compiling the results as part of a research project, 

Bulletin. SO have patience, please. We just got them back after she had extracted the 

RON E. SHAY, Editor 
KEN DURBIN, Managing Editor 

data. 
Though we haven't seen the complete compilations as yet, we have had 

Permission to reprint is granted; credit would be ap- a chance to glance through the returned questionnaires. We very much appre- 
preciated. ciate the time and effort put forth by those of you who sent them back. We 
Oregon Wildlife is circulated free of charge. Please received some brickbats along with some bouquets, but that's what we wanted. 
report change of address promptly giving both new 
and old addresses and zip codes. Though we don't have a letters to the editor column as some magazines 

Second.clast postage paid at Portland, Oregon. do, we do welcome comments and suggestions. We can't always fulfill all re- 

quests, but we do like to hear from you concerning the content of the magazine 
AI! correspondence should be sent to: 

Oregon Department of Fish & Wildlife and what you like and don't like. 
P.O. Box 3503 Basically, we are trying to put out a publication that will help keep yo 

Mill informed about the problems and activities of the Department and also aboL 
Portland, Or. 97208 the problems of fish and wildlife in general. We aren't trying to be a "how 

to do it" publication or one that carries "huntin' and fishin' " tales. There 
are a number of commercial publications that do this sort of thing. We feel 

our job is to inform about Department activities, sound fish and wildlife con- 

servation practices, and other resource uses that affect the fish and wildlife. 

Occasionally we will run something pointing out an underused resource in 
the hopes it will take some of the pressure off the more heavily used species, 

The Cover but that's about the extent of our how-to-do-it content. 
At day's end, a commercial crabbing Starting with this issue, Ken Durbin, contributor of the popular "This and 

boat unloads the catch at the buyer's That" column, joins us as managing editor. Ken has been with the Department 
dock. 

Photo by Jim Gladson a number of years and his assistance will help us meet deadlines while keeping 
up with other chores. 

We don't anticipate any great changes in OREGON WILDLIFE. Over the 
years we have gradually modified the style and content and we hope it is 

to your liking. If it is, or isn't, don't hesitate to write with your comments 

HUNTER EDUCATION and suggestions. 

PROGRAM 
RES 

INSTRUCTORS APPROVED Commission to Meet 
Month of November .......... 18 The Fish and Wildlife Commission will meet on three different days in 

Total Active ............... 1,632 January. A work session is planned for January 19 starting at 11 a.m. and 
running into the evening at Department headquarters. On January 20 it will 

STUDENTS TRAINED meet with the Washington Department ofFisheries in a Columbia River Corn- 

Month of November ......... 603 pact meeting to consider the winter commercial salmon seasons. The Compact 

Total to Date ........... 251,137 meeting will be held at the New Monticello Hotel in Longview, Washington 
starting at 10 a.m. On Saturday, January 21, a meeting will be held at Depart- 

HUNTING CASUALTIES ment headquarters to take public testimony and set the 1978 big game seas- 
REPORTED IN 1977 opening dates. The meeting will start at 9 a.m. and testimony will be con/in 

Fatal ........................ 4 to material concerning the opening dates. Details of the seasons will be dis- 

Nonfatal .................... 28 cussed in May. 
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THE DROUGHT HAS NOT ENDED 

FOR MULE DEER 

'le Keating mule deer winter range has 
.4uch area that is bare ground or has 
sparse growth of grasses and forbs. 
Under 3 inches of snow, little food is 
available and virtually no larger plants 
exist to provide shelter from the 
weather. 

" t; b4' 

by Dr. Ted Kistner 

(Editor's note: Dr. Kistner is a vet- 
erinarian with Oregon State Univer- 
sity specializing in wildlife problems. 
During the past several years he has 
worked closely with Department 
wildlife biologists Frank Grogan, 
Dick Humphreys, Mike Kemp, and 
Dick Pedersen to develop a system 
for evaluating the health status of a 
deer herd. He kindly agreed to write 
this article on those developments.) 

j' 

Oregon has had a bountiful year for 
mule deer but the honeymoon may 
be over for a while. Many Oregonians 
will probably scoff at the title and 
that opening statement. 

"The devil you say! We had fall 
rains and good greenup. We saw more 
deer this year than in the past five 
or six. We enjoyed the best harvest 
of mule deer since 1972 and the 
Department issued more antlerless 
tags this year than in the previous 
five. Things looked good to me. The 
mule deer are coming back. Next year 
will be even better. You're out of your 
cotton-pickin' mind." 

Well, let's take a closer look. 
Deer populations have increased 

dramatically since the decline be- 

OREGON WILDLIFE 
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tween 1969 and 1974, to a point where 
they have reached and even exceeded 
the carrying capacity of some winter 
ranges. 

The excellent growing seasons and 
resultant surplus of deer food during 
1975 and 1976, combined with mild 
winters those two years, permitted 
maximum reproduction and fawn 
survival. In some herds a high rate 
of twin production caused the birth 
of well over loo fawns per 100 does. 
Those herds literally doubled in size 
in a few weeks last spring. "It's great 
to be back in the deer business," many 
biologists remarked. 

But ominous signs began to surface 
late this summer and autumn. They 
first became obvious to biologists 
during bowhunting seasons in August 
and September. And they became 
evident to me in one part of eastern 
Oregon during a September collection 
of deer for a research project. Does 
and fawns, particularly, were in 
alarmingly poor condition. These an- 
imals looked rough and had little or 
no body fat during the period when 
maximum amounts should have been 
present. 

Concern was allayed to some ex- 
tent during the general hunting sea- 
son. Most of the bucks that came 
from higher elevations and some from 
lower areas were in good to excellent 
condition. 

Heart Base 
and 

Body Coronary 
Area Muscles Groove 

Point 
Rating O-5 O-15 

But that relief was short-lived. 
During the antlerless hunts a basis 
for concern again surfaced. A large 
portion of the does and fawns were 
in poorer condition than they should 
have been. All of us had by that time 
seen deer from many different ranges 
and the picture was looking steadily 
worse. 

Except at high elevations, forage 
production had been well below nor- 
mal. There just wasn't enough highly 
nutritious food to produce the fat 
reserves deer need to see them 
through the winter. But summer food 
does not usually determine the carry- 
ing capacity of a range. It is the size 
and condition of the winter range 
which decides how many deer will 

make it through the winter. In most 
areas the winter range makes up only 
a small part of the total area available 
to deer in the summer. 

Again, it is not the best day in 
summer, but the extended bitter cold 
periods in winter which determine 
how many deer an area can support. 
Knowing the condition of most 
winter ranges and the prospects for 
a normal winter, biologists in many 
parts of eastern Oregon were deeply 
concerned. 

Let's look at the Keating Unit as 
an example of a range in trouble. It 
is historically a poor winter range. 
During 1972 - my first winter in 

DEER PHYSICAL CONDITION 
(according to fat deposits) 

Pericardium Omentum Perirenal 
(Heart Sac) (Gut Fat) (Kidney) 

O-15 O-L3 ()-13 

Body muscles - rated O if bony, 5 points if full 
Rate amount of fat on each of the above body sites as: 

The rating system described in this article assigns a value 
to the condition of a deer. The rating is based on evaluating 
the fullness of the body muscles and scoring the relative 

Oregon - an unusually heavy snow 
fell early in the winter, crowding deer 
into an area well below their norm&-' 
winter range. The snow persiste.. 
most of the winter and many deer 
died. 

Early that spring I went to see just 
what a winter kill looks like. The 
memory still haunts me. Deer car- 
casses lay all over the place. You 
didn't need to hunt for them; just 
look around. They were so numerous 
that most had not even been touched 
by the scavengers. Most were fawns 
and bucks but there were also many 
does. 

The deer still on their feet were sad 
to behold, starved to the point of skin 
and bones. Little food could be seen. 
We collected one buck so weak he 
couldn't walk out of a little draw to 
escape. He had the frame of a 200- 
pounder but weighed only 105 
pounds. 

Well, 1972 was an unusually severe 
winter and no one could have predict- 
ed it or its consequences to mule deer 
in the affected areas. But even in a 
reasonably mild winter the Keating 
Unit leaves a lot to be desired. 

A good deer winter range is corrTh 
posed of a multi-layered plant con. 
munity. It should have a vigorous 
shrub community composed of sever- 
al varieties, with a diverse stand of 
perennial grasses and forbs to provide 

Tail Base Total 
and Rump Brisket Score 

()-1:3 O-15 O-95 

no fat - O points 
light fat - 5 points 

moderate fat - 10 points 
heavy fat deposit - 15 points 

amounts of fat on various parts of the body. Dr. Kistner feels 
that the rating of 70 may be the divider between survival 
and considerable mortality in animals. 
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The overall effects of trying to carry an over large herd of deer on a winter range 
may be felt for years to come. When does are in poor condition, they produce fewer 
fawns and the fawns that are born are often small and weak, reducing their chances 
for survival. 

different energy sources under the 
array of conditions deer encounter 
during the winter. Taller growth 
should also be available to provide 
much needed shelter from storms. 
The Keating range does not meet 
these requirements. 

The Keating range lacks diversity. 
It is composed mainly of big sage- 
brush and cheatgrass, an annual 
plant. About 70 percent of the 
ground surface is bare of vegetation. 

he existing grasses and forbs are in 
ry short supply due to the poor 

growing conditions and the unusual- 
ly heavy grazing demands this sum- 
mer and fall by both domestic live- 
OREGON WILDLIFE 

stock and wildlife. In November grass 
height averaged two inches. Under 
three inches of snow, little of the nor- 
mal supply would be available to 
deer. Deer would have to depend 
heavily on sagebrush. 

But sagebrush growth also was im- 
paired by the drought. New growth 
was far less than normal and nearly 
half had already been used. To top it 
off, there was almost a complete lack 
of thermal cover. Sagebrush height 
averages less than three feet and 
occupies only one-fourth of the 
ground area - hardly thick enough 
to protect deer from the wind. Also, 
there are very few deep draws or can- 
yons in which deer can find shelter. 

Deer on this range will use stored 
body fat at a much faster rate than 
deer on an adequate winter range. 

In view of my experience on the 
Keating Unit in 1972, knowledge of 
some of eastern Oregon's poor winter 
range conditions, and working with 
deer for six years before coming to 
Oregon, I decided to work on a tech- 
nique to determine the physical con- 
dition of deer and thus predict the 
likelihood of mortality in advance of 
normal winters. Several Fish and 
Wildlife Department biologists men- 
tioned at the beginning of this article 
helped considerably with the field 
work in these efforts. 

After several years I feel we have 
a procedure which will permit us to 
evaluate the relative physical condi- 
tion of single deer as well as the con- 
dition of a deer herd. Although such 
procedures have been available in the 
past, most of the accepted techniques 
involved expensive and lengthy labo- 
ratory procedures. We wanted a field 
technique that would be quick to 
apply and produce a relatively high 
degree of accuracy. Here's briefly how 
it works. It can be used for elk and 
antelope, too, if you want to try it. 

Deer accumulate fat in various 
parts of the body in a definite and 
known progression or sequence. 
When the fat reserves are used, they 
are taken off in the reverse order of 
deposition. Rating the condition of a 
deer is based on evaluating the 
fullness of the body muscles and scor- 
ing the relative amounts of fat on the 
heart, heart sac, intestines, kidneys, 
and the rump and brisket. Points are 
awarded for each area examined, 
with a possible range from O to 5 for 
the muscles and 0, 5, 10, or 15 for fat 
in the other areas. These figures re- 
fleet no fat, slight, moderate, or 
heavy amounts. The condition of any 
animal will fall within a range of O 

to 95 points, depending on fat re- 
serves. The more fat in reserve, of 
course, the greater the animal's ca- 
pacity to survive grim winter conch- 
tions. 

Herd condition is based on the 
average condition of several animals 
and it will change as condition of the 
animals improves or worsens. Al- 
though the technique needs further 
testing to finally arrive at the mini- 
mum condition needed for winter 
survival, it appears that with an 
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average herd condition of less than 
70, significant mortality can be ex- 
pected in the course of a normal 
winter. 

Early this November district wild- 
life biologist Dick Humphreys noti- 
fled his supervisor that the Keating 
deer herd was unusually large and 
was concentrating on the winter 
range early. The deer, he said, 
looked in poor condition and so did 
the range. Three biologists, one a 
range specialist, and I went to the 
Keating range to see just how bad the 
situation was. 

During that trip we shot seven rep- 
resentative deer on the winter range 
and examined the carcasses. The 
average body condition of those deer 
was 67. We also found that several 
of the deer were already using their 
fat reserves at a time when they 
should still have been putting them 
on, even though the weather was 
good and we worked in light clothing. 

We also examined the ovaries of 
the does. The peak of the rut was one 
week away and they should have 
been producing the eggs which would 
ultimately become next year's fawn 
crop. For the age classes represented, 
there should have been 12 eggs deve!- 
oping, but we found only nine. 

In summation, we found an esti- 
mated 5,000 to 6,000 deer, in poorer 
than normal condition, facing bleak 
conditions on an inadequate winter 
range. The drought had definitely 
not ended for these animals. 

Our concerns centered not just on 
the welfare of this particular herd, 
but also on the range. There was a 
good possibility of excessive winter 
mortality from starvation. But aside 
from this, the overall effects might be 
felt for years to come. The demands 
of the herd could put the range in 
such bad shape that 10 to 50 years 
might be needed for recovery. 

We were also concerned about herd 
productivity. When does are in poor 
condition, they produce fewer fawns. 
Some of them abort during preg- 
nancy and the fawns that are born 
will be small and weak, with re- 
duced chances for survival. Under 
these conditions the does also pro- 
duce less milk, so the fawns don't get 
the start they should. Those which 
survive enter the next winter smaller 
than norma! and with less potential 
for living through until spring. 
6 

Based on our findings, a special 
hunt was recommended for the Keat- 
ing Unit during December. The ob- 
jective was to remove one-fifth of the 
deer. We felt this would reduce - not 
completely eliminate - the number 
of deer which would die anyway and 
also assist in preserving or improving 
the carrying capacity of the range. 

That hunt has come and gone. It 
relieved suffering through starvation 
and permitted the harvest of more 
than 30 tons of meat which otherwise 
would have been left to rot. 

Our year of deer abundance may 
be over for the Keating, and for many 
other areas in eastern Oregon. 

If the winter continues as severe as 
it started, a period of decline in mule 
deer numbers has begun. If things 
turn out as we feared, we made the 
right decision. If not, we harvested an 
unnecessary number of deer. Only 
time will tell. None of us will have 

the final answer until next autumn. 
But bear in mind, regardless of 

whether we are right or wrong, deer" 
have a remarkable ability to recover.. 
A few years of good conditions and 
we will have another bumper crop. 

Some hunters and some non- 
hunters will be pleased that the Corn- 
mission responded to prevent the 
possibility of waste, suffering, and 
habitat destruction in at least one 
area, to demonstrate that it can be 
done. But cries of "overhunting" will 
no doubt again be heard from the 
mouths of the skeptics. 

If you see fewer deer next hunting 
season than you did this year in your 
favorite haunt, take the time to find 
out where those deer winter. Visit the 
range and walk around. Bear in mind 
that the bones you see bleaching in 
the sun are not from hunter-harvest- 
ed deer, but those reaped by mother 
nature.D 

Editor's Note: Warren Aney, Northeast Regional Supervisor, added a brief 
additional note concerning the management of the Keating herd and big game 
in general. Aney's comments follow. 

A deer herd that cannot subsist on its natural food supply in a typical 
winter is too large for its range. Either the herd size must be reduced o\ 
its range must be improved. Dr. Kistner and the four wildlife biologists citec 
in this article point out that this is the case right now on the Keating range. 
They predict a substantial deer die-off even if we have a typical winter. 

If we get another mild winter this year, or if the predictions of these qualified 
and experienced wildlife scientists are otherwise not borne out, the following 
facts still remain. 

1. The recent drought limited growth of forage on deer summer and winter 
ranges throughout eastern Oregon. 

2. The Keating winter and summer ranges are in poor condition and are 
currently being overused by foraging animals. 

3. The Keating deer herd has built up rapidly in the last three years due 
to mild weather and a deer herd's naturally high rate of increase. 

4. Hauling artificial feed to a starving deer herd does not solve the problem; 
it just postpones it. 
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The 
Washington 

Salmon 
Sport License 

Questions and Answers 
Relating to the Salmon 

Sport License 

On June 30, 1977, Governor Dixy Lee Ray signed House Bill 1188 into law 
requiring sport salmon anglers to obtain a license effective Jan. 1, 1978. The 
fee structure was set by the legislature which additionally increased taxes 
for charter boat services, commercial salmon fishermen and processors. 

Revenues created from the law are channeled into the salmon enhancement 
program. The program is designed to restore salmon runs to provide increased 
supply of the resource for the benefit of commercial and recreational users, 
and the economic well-being of Washington State. 

The new salmon angling license is a separate entity from game fish angling 
requirements established by the Department of Game. The salmon is the only 
fish for which the Department of Fisheries requires anglers to possess a license. 

Q. Who needs a salmon punchcard? 
A. All anglers of any age who fish for salmon. 
Q. Who needs a salmon sport license? 
A. All salmon anglers 16 through 69 years of age. 

Upon payment of the appropriate fee, the angler 
,____ will receive a salmon validation stamp, which must 
-, be endorsed and affixed to the salmon punchcard 

to form the Salmon Sport License. 
Q. What is the fee for a Washington State resident? 
A. Annual fresh and saltwater license - $3; one-day 

fresh and saltwater license - $1. 

Q. What is the fee for a non-resident? 
A. Annual saltwater license - $3; annual fresh- 

water - $10; three consecutive day freshwa- 
ter license - $5; and one-day saltwater - $1. 

Q. What stamps must be date validated? 
A. One and three-day stamps must be validated by 

the dealer. All stamps must be signature validated 
by the license holder. 

Q. Can a resident or non-resident salmon angler pur- 
chase a date validated stamp prior to the date of 
intended use? 

A. The salmon angler must specify the date or days 
of use which must be validated by the dealer. 

Q. What is a salmon angler required to do with a 
punchcard after the maximum 30 punches are 
completed? 

A. Completed punchcards must be returned to the 
Department of Fisheries, Room 115 General Ad- 
ministration Bldg., Olympia, WA,. 98504. New 
cards may be obtained as needed, but a salmon 
validation stamp is required for each card. All 
cards for a given year must be returned to the 
Department of Fisheries no later than January 31 
of the following year. 

Q. Can an angler receive a new stamp if the original 
stamp is lost or mutilated? 

A. License validation stamps which are mutilated will 
not be replaced by the Department of Fisheries; 
however, qualified disabled veterans or blind peo- 
ple may receive a duplicate of a lost license from 
the License Division, Department of Fisheries. 

Q. When angling for fish other than salmon, can an 
angler keep an incidentally caught salmon without 
possessing a punchcard or validation stamp? 

A. Incidentally caught salmon must be released. Vio- 
lations of any Department of Fisheries regulations 
is a gross misdemeanor punishable by a minimum 
fine of $25 and or a month in jail. 

EDITOR'S NOTE: Since many Oregon anglers fish in 
Washington or from Washington ports, we thought the 
above information would be of interest. 
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NOTHING TO CRAB ABOUT 

Ten processors in the Astoria area gear up in December for Oregon's crab season, 
Companies like Warrenton Deep Sea Company buy and process many thousand 
pounds of the delectable Dungeness crab during the eight and one-half months Ore- 
gon commercial season. 
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Story and photos 

by 

Jim Gladson 

Staff Writer 

The Oregon commercial crab sea- 
son started December 1 and coastal 
fishermen have been bringing in good 
catches. The season extends to Au- 
gust 15 but the bulk of the commer- 
cial crabbing is done December 
through March. This is also the time 
when the crab is most available, at 
the best price, in retail outlets. 

Astoria is an active port for all 
types of commercial fishing and crab- 
bing is no exception. According to 
Department of Fish and Wildlife fig- 
ures, an average of4O local boats crab 
from that port each year. In good 
years boats from other ports also 
land at Astoria as they follow the 
good crabbing. Ten major fish buying 
and processing plants are located in 
the Astoria area to handle the corn- 
merciai flow of fish and shellfish that 
moves into the port throughout the 
year. 

Astoria is usually the high craY 
landing port in Oregon, although 
that spot of honor was taken by Coos 
Bay last year. The same might be 
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Crab processors buy directly from the 
boat to assure fresh crab for the market, 

true this year, according to Depart- 
ment biologists. 

Crab catches tend to move in 
cycles and the north coast is in part 
of the down cycle now. The south 
coast, on the other hand, has enjoyed 
consistently good catches in recent 
years. However, this picture may 
change in the next few seasons. 

Department biologists detect evi- 
dence of a trend in crab catches 
which seems to point to a south to 
north improvement of crab numbers 
from year to year. This means that 
the good crabbing had last year in 
northern California and southern 
Oregon could move gradually up the 
coast and put Astoria back in its top 
spot soon. 

In the meantime, the boats go out 
when the weather allows and bring 
back good catches. Most of the crea- 
tures of the catch will be on a dinner 
table within a few days after follow- /g the cycle from the boat to the 

uyer-processor, from the processor 
to the food wholesaler, and from the 
wholesaler to the market.0 
OREGON WILDLIFE 

At the Warrenton Deep Sea Company some of the crab are cooked in the shell for shipment to wholesalers while other crab are cleaned, cooked, and picked from the shell before shipping to market. 

The speed at which crab is separated from its outer shell would make most home 
pickers green with envy. In a day-long shift these women pick several hundred 
pounds of meat for canning and shipment. 
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THIS AND THAT 
compiled by Ken Durbin 

Some Endangered Species 
, 'Turnaround" 

Although many species of wildlife 
have been threatened with extinction 
in the Twentieth Century, not all the 
news from the animal world is bad. 

At least the creatures "have drawn 
back from the brink" and their 
chances for survival "have been mea- 
surably enhanced" in recent years, 
according to the December-January 
issue of National Wildlife magazine. 

The magazine, published by the 
National Wildlife Federation, notes 
that the comebacks have coincided 
with the adoption of tougher laws and 
regulations in the fields of water poi- 
lution, forestry, strip mining, and 
coastal zoning - environmental pro- 
tection measures that are easing the 
pressures on wildlife habitat. 

Some animal populations have ex- 
perienced "dramatic turnabouts" 
over a period of years and others have 
made less spectacular short-term re 
coveries, the NWF bimonthly says, 
but all of their stories "demonstrate 
that the ominous trends of recent 
decades are not irreversible". 

In its report, titled "Ten Steps For- 
ward", National Wildlife lists the 
gray whale, the cougar, the elephant 
seal, the whooping crane, the sea 
otter, Kirtland's warbler, the bighorn 
sheep, the trumpeter swan, the 
American alligator, and the bald 
eagle as species that have been given 
a "new lease on life". 

* 

Hypothermia Reminder 
Hypothermia, an abnormally fast 

loss of body heat, kills some out- 
doorsmen each year. Symptoms are 
continuous shivering, lack of coordin- 
ation, thick speech and lethargy. Vic- 
thus can die in as little as 90 minutes. 

To treat hypothermia, get warmth 
to the victim as soon as possible. Use 
woolen or plastic wraps over dry 
clothing. Supply external heat 
through a fire or body contact. Keep 
the victim in motion and supply hot 
food, candy or warm drinks. Be care- 
ful not to let the victim fall asleep 
as long as the body is cold. Death can 
follow. 

lo 

Super Birds 
Birds' senses are quite different, 

and often far superior, to those of 
man. Besides being able to sense 
changes in barometric pressure, po- 
larized light, magnetic fields and the 
ability to use the sun and stars as 
compasses, such birds as homing pi- 
geons can detect infrasound. Infra- 
sound waves have a pitch toö low for 
humans to detect and can travel long 
distances without much reduction in 
strength. Even though we can't hear 
them, infrasound waves are produced 
by many things, including wind, 
thunderstorms, weather fronts, mag- 
netic storms, aurorae, ocean waves, 
earthquakes, and many of our 
mechanical devices. 

Outdoor Oklahoma 
* 

Oregon "Steel Shot" Zone 
Proposed 

The U. S. Fish and Wildlife Service 
has proposed zones in western states, 
including Oregon, where steel shot 
will be required for waterfowl hunting 
during the 1978-79 season. The 
proposed regulation was recently 
published in the Federal Register. 

This represents the third year of a 
phased implementation of nontoxic 
steel shot for waterfowl hunting. This 
year steel shot is required for use 
throughout the Atlantic and Missis- 
sippi Flyways in 12 gauge guns. Other 
gauge gun users have so far been 
permitted to continue using lead shot 
since the steel shot was av.ailable 
only in 12 gauge ammunition. 

Under the proposal, steel shot 
would be required in an Oregon zone 
"beginning at the Longview Bridge on 
the Columbia River, thence south on 
State Highway 30 to Portland, thence 
east from Portland along Interstate 
Highway 80N to the Bonneville Dam, 
thence down the Columbia River 
along the Oregon-Washington 
boundary to the Longview Bridge and 
point of origin." 

In addition to this zone, steel shot 
would continue to be required on four 
federal refuges where it is being used 
this year. At this writing other pro- 
posals governing what shotgun 
gauges must use steel shot in the 
proposed zone are expected, probably 
before January 1. 

New Bird Book Available 
Migratory shore and upland game 

birds - those other than waterfc ' - are given exhaustive treatment 
a new book edited by Dr. Glen San- 
derson and made available by the 
International Association of Fish and 
Wildlife Agencies with the coopera- 
tion of the U. S. Fish and Wildlife 
Service. The outgrowth of a ten-year 
program of research, the book brings 
together the latest information on 
habits, populations, and distribution. 

Copies of the book are being given 
an initial distribution to professional 
workers in the field and are available 
to the interested public at a cost of 
$1 each, payable by check or money 
order to cover handling and postage. 
The book may be obtained from the 
International Association of Fish and 
Wildlife Agencies, 1412 - 16th Street 
NW, Washington, D.C. 20036. 

* 

Hooded Merganser to Feature 
A dramatic watercolor painting of 

a drake hooded merganser in full 
breeding plumage by Albert Earl Gil- 
bert of Washington, Connecticut won 
the 1978-79 Duck Stamp competitio'- 
November 10 at the Interior Depai 
ment. 

Quick Case 
If you make them yourself, one of 

the best rod cases available is also the 
cheapest. Start with a piece of 2-inch 
PVC pipe cut to the desired length. 
With special PVC cement, glue a plug 
on one end and a threaded collar on 
the other. A short, beaded chain like 
that used for sink and tub stoppers 
can be used to keep the screw-on cap 
attached to the case. Your local hard- 
ware store can supply you with ev- 
erything you need to build this mex- 
pensive rod case. It's waterproof, 
can't be broken, bent or dented, and 
is relatively quiet in the bottom of 
a boat. 

Fly-By-Nights 
Owls have the most acute night 

vision of all birds. They can swoop 
down on targets in an illumination 
of only .00000073 of foot-candle. 
This is equivalent to the light from 
a candle lit 390 yards away. TIi'' 
visual acuity is 50 times greater tha1. 
human night vision. 
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Summer Jobs 

3ummer jobs in natural resources 
fields will again be available to high 
school seniors graduating in 1978 
through a program sponsored by the 
Izaak Walton League. The program, 
now in its 15th year, is presented in 
cooperation with the U.S. Depart- 
ment of Interior, U.S. Forest Service, 
and the National Marine Fisheries 
Service. 

Applicants from all over the nation 
will be considered for a variety ofjobs 
on federal lands. Last year's high 
school graduates worked as fire 
guards, forestry aides, visitor center 
guides, wildlife observers, and in 
other conservation-related positions. 
The same type of jobs will be avail- 
able this year. 

At least three applicants from Ore- 
gon will be nominated, according to 
Robert Mace, selections committee 
chairman. To be eligible, applicants 
must be high school seniors who ex- 
pect to graduate in 1978, at least 18 
years old by June 15, in good health 
and physically capable of performing 

flid work. 
Applicants should have leadership 

and scholastic ability and be plan- 
fling a career in the natural resource 
fields. Young men and woman are 
equally eligible. 

Interested high school seniors 
should send applications to R. U. 
Mace, Selections Committee Chair- 
man, P.O. Box 3503, Portland, Ore- 
gon 97208. To insure being considered 
by the selections committee, candi- 
dates must submit applications no 
later than February 20. 

Each application should consist of 
the following four items: 1) a corn- 
pleted U.S. Government Form 171; 2) 
transcript of high school records; 3) 
written recommendation from an 
adult other than parent; 4) and a let- 
ter from the applicant indicating col- 
lege career plans, high school activi- 
ties, previous conservation-oriented 
work performed, and the reasons for 
seeking employment through the 
program. 

A copy of Form 171 may be ob- 
tamed from a local Federal Job Infor- 

pation Center listed in the telephone 
ectory, or call the toll-free number 

O0-555-1212 for the location of the 
nearest centerf 
OREGON WILDLIFE 

Conservationists Support Grazing 
Fee Increase 

Fifteen national conservation orga- 
nizations have written President 
Carter requesting that he support the 
decision of the Secretaries of Agricul- 
ture and the Interior to raise grazing 
fees on federal public lands to fair 
market value during the next few 
years, according to the Wildlife Man- 
agement Institute. 

The conservationists noted that 
the grazing fee issue has been studied 
to death and that requests of western 
congressmen to stall the increase for 
another year for further study are 
clearly out of line. 

The Secretaries have proposed to 
raise grazing fees up to $2.38 per head 
per month over the next few years. 
The 1977 rate was $1.51 on Interior 
lands and $1.60 on national forest 
lands. 

The conservationists told the Pres- 
ident that "the low fees contribute 
to overgrazing because many of the 
ranchers privileged to graze livestock 
on public lands naturally want as 
many animals as possible using the 
low-cost forage. The overgrazing 
caused by that small portion of the 
livestock industry has degraded more 
than 80 percent of the public range- 
lands with resultant losses of fish, 
wildlife, soil, recreation, and other 
benefits those lands provide." 

From Out of the Past 
compiled by Jim Harper 

The following excerpt is from the 
Lewis and Clark journals as reported 
in Washington Truing's novel "As- 
toria". 

Speaking of "The Long Narrows" 
area of the Columbia River: 

"In the spring of the year, when 
the water is high, the salmon ascend 
the river in incredible numbers. As 
they pass through this narrow strait, 
the Indians, standing on the rocks, 
or on the end of wooden stages pro- 
jecting from the banks, scoop them 
up with small nets distended on 
hoops and attached to long handles, 
and cast them on the shore. 

"They are then cured and packed 
in a peculiar manner. After having 
been opened and disemboweled, they 
are exposed to the sun on scaffolds 
erected on the river banks. When suf- 

Shooters Rapped 
Crook County Deputy District At- 

torney Edward Sites sends us in the 
results of a recent wildlife law viola- 
tion case which deserves a tip of the 
hat to Crook County Judge Vern 
Boyer. 

In November of 1977 two young 
men were brought before him in con- 
nection with the unlawful killing and 
possession of two golden eagles. One 
of the men admitted shooting the 
eagles when the birds were spotted 
with others feeding on a deer carcass. 
The men stated that they thought 
the birds were turkey vultures. 

Each man was sentenced to pay a 
fine of $1,000 and to serve 60 days 
in jail. The rifle used was confiscated 
and the court further ordered that 
each individual have his hunting li- 
cense suspended for 18 months. 

Sites added, however, as the impact 
of this sentence was beginning to sink 
in, the court mitigated the sentence 
as follows. The court suspended $500 
of each fine and 50 days of each jail 
sentence and placed each defendant 
on probation for a period of one year 
under the conditions that they pay 
their individual fines of $500 prior to 
the end of their probationary period 
and serve at least 10 days in jail on 
weekends. 

All true sportsmen should appreci- 
ate such actions by the judge because 
it is this type of irresponsible shoot- 
ing that gives all hunters a bad 
imagef 

ficiently dry, they are pounded fine 
between two stones, pressed into the 
compass, and packed in baskets or 
bales of grass matting, about two feet 
long and one in diameter, lined with 
the cured skin of a salmon. The top 
is likewise covered with fish skins, se- 
cured by cords passing through holes 
in the edge of the basket. Packages 
are then made, each containing 
twelve of these bales, seven at bot- 
tom, five at top, pressed close to each 
other, with the corded side upward, 
wrapped in mats and corded. These 
are placed in dry situations and again 
covered with matting. Each of these 
packages contains from 90 to 100 
pounds of dried fish, which in this 
state will keep sound for several 
years." 
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REWARD 
$100 for Tagged Fish 

ngl ish Sole 

Oregon Department of Fish & Wildlife has recently tagged 

English Sole, Lingcod, Black Rockfish & Cabezon off the Central 

Oregon Coast . Each tag recovery is worth $1.00 to the finder. 
Return only the tag or tag number with date of catch ,location & 

length of fish carrying tag. 

Send the information to: 

OREGON DEPARTMENT OF FISH & WILDLIFE 

BUILDING NUMBER 3 

MARINE SCIENCE DRIVE 

NEWPORT, OREGON 91365 

Lin gcod 

DO NOT RETURN FISH TO O.D.F.&W. 

OREGON 

lish & Wildlife 

506 S W. MILL STREET 
P.O. BOX 3503 

PORTLAND. OREGON 97208 


